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Wall installation:
Hieroglyphics, Neil Bender 
site-specific wall painting, latex, 2021



<  1. Aristocratic Limp Grid, Cynthia Mason 
canvas, gesso, marble powder, pastel, 
velvet, oil, thread, grommets, 2020 
 
>  2. Handshifting, Neil Bender 
ink, acrylic, collage on paper, 2017

>  3. Particles: Orion’s Belt, Cynthia Mason 
linen, porcelain, latex paint, ink, paper 
clay, shredded documents, velvet, oil, 
thread, grommets, 2021



<  4. Particles: Pastoral View I, Cynthia Mason 
linen, porcelain, oil paint, blue ballpoint 
pen, shredded documents, apoxie, thread, 
grommets, 2021

>  5. Werk, Neil Bender
ink, pen, collage on paper, 2018

>  6. The Bawdy Biter, Neil Bender  
ink, pen, collage on paper, 2018

>  7. Cocoon, Cynthia Mason 
linen, porcelain, latex paint, shredded 
documents, paper clay, flocking powder, 
thread, grommets, 2021

>  8. Particles: Pastoral View II, Cynthia Mason 
linen, porcelain, oil paint, shredded 
documents, thread, grommets, 2021



<  9. The Last Design, Neil Bender
pen on pearlescent paper, 2008

<  10. Particles: Pastoral View III, Cynthia Mason 
linen, porcelain, oil paint, shredded 
documents, thread, grommets, 2021

>  11. The Fold II, Cynthia Mason 
linen, porcelain, shredded  
documents, ink, oil thread,  
grommets, 2021

>  12. Warning, Neil Bender 
oil on canvas, 2019



<  13. The Back Hand, Neil Bender 
ink, acrylic, collage on pearlescent paper, 2016

<  14. Particles: Eye, Cynthia Mason 
linen, porcelain, oil paint, shredded documents, 
air clay, thread, grommets, 2021

>  15. Particles: Air, Cynthia Mason 
linen, porcelain, oil paint, shredded documents, 
thread, grommets, 2021

>  16. Muscle Memory, Neil Bender 
ink, acrylic, collage on paper, 2017

>  17. Pontormo’s Fever Dream, Neil Bender 
ink, graphite, collage on paper, 2020

>  18. Window Shopping, Neil Bender 
ink, collage, interference acrylic on paper, 2015



<  19. Boyz Don’t Cry, Neil Bender 
ink, collage on hotel stationery, 2019

<  20. Particles: Lucky Day, Cynthia Mason 
linen, porcelain, oil paint, shredded documents, 
thread, grommets, 2021

<  21. Leg with Louboutin, Cynthia Mason 
canvas, acrylic, ink, glue, paper, shredded 
documents, glitter, grommets, 2019

<  22. Sensation, Neil Bender  
ink, collage on paper, 2016



<  23. Particles: Handbag I, Cynthia Mason 
linen, porcelain, oil paint, shredded documents, 
alpaca hair, fabric dye, velvet, thread, 
grommets, 2021

<  24. Up Against the Wall, Neil Bender  
ink, acrylic on paper, 2017



<  25. Study, Neil Bender 
ink, acrylic, collage on paper, 2020

<  26. Box, Cynthia Mason 
ink, canvas, shredded documents,  
fabric dye, spray gesso, thread,  
paper clay, ink, 2019

>  27. The Grid Is A Masculine Trope, Neil Bender 
ink, acrylic on pearlescent paper, 2016

>  28. Particles: Handbag II, Cynthia Mason 
linen, porcelain, oil paint, shredded  
documents, alpaca hair, fabric dye,  
velvet, thread, grommets, 2021

>  29. Particles: Smoking Hello Kitty, Cynthia Mason 
linen, porcelain, oil paint, shredded documents, 
thread, grommets, 2021



<  30. Plan, Neil Bender 
ink, latex, on panel, 2007

<  31. Particles: Spot, Cynthia Mason 
linen, porcelain, oil paint,  
shredded documents, velvet,  



The exhibition ‘Skins in It’ is an installation of multi-
media works that deal primarily with the experience 
of the body—both imagistically and metaphorically—
through a variety of means.

Neil Bender’s work is interested in the complexity 
of sexuality and the body through paper and paint, 
making flattened images that play with the shallow 
spaces of slightly-overlapping images, and the 
shallow spaces of popular cultural vernaculars. 
Recent images range from small-scale collages and 
sketchbook drawings to shaped, cut-paper garments, 
and large, expansive wall murals. 

Cynthia Mason’s low-relief and sculptural wall pieces 
deal with a plethora of materials to crate abstract 
forms that riff off of grids and known structures 
that are uncanny and disarming. Some of the soft 
sculptures recall solid objects (handbags and shoes), 
but lack rigidity. Some recall the body, but lack 
smooth contours. Sewn from coarse fabrics and 
stuffed with shredded documents, they bloat and 
pudge. Gender is rendered in provocative shapes 
noisily on display, questioning gender performance 
in politics and how we consume it.

Both artists use whimsy and serious play to make 
viewers aware of the potency of negotiating and 
reconciling art amongst other bodies in public spaces. 

The variety of scales and shapes of both artists’ work 
lends to creative hangings and relationships. The 
imagined asymmetrical and challenging hanging of 
the show is emphasized by the rectilinear quality of the 
gallery space.  

A site-specific atmospheric wall painting serves as 
a stage for the actors (the paintings, drawings, and 
sculptures) to have enhanced dialogues—revealing a 
kinetic, tactile, and immersive collaborative experience 
that is sensorily-engaging, ribald, and pleasurable.  
 
 
 
 
 

Neil Bender was born in Perth Amboy, New Jersey, 
and currently lives and works in Florida. His work 
has been shown nationally and internationally, at 
the Front in New Orleans, the Boston Center for 
the Arts, the CUE Art Foundation in New York, the 
Atlanta Contemporary Art Center, Saltworks Gallery 
in Atlanta, the Boston Center for the Arts, Fe Gallery 
in Pittsburgh, Palazzo Casali in Cortona, Italy, and 
many other venues. His work was represented 
by Bleu Acier Gallery in the Bridge Art Fair during 
Art Basel Miami 2006-8 and Art Chicago 2007, 
and shown in San Juan at Circa PR in 2010. He 
received the Joan Mitchell Foundation MFA Grant 
in 2002 after getting his degree from the University 
of Georgia, attended the Skowhegan School of 
Painting and Sculpture in 2004, and the ‘Painting’s 
Edge’ program in Idyllwild, CA in 2006 and 2008.

quaidgallery.com/artists

Cynthia Mason was born in New Haven Connecticut 
and currently lives and works in Florida. She is 
trained as an architect and fascinated by the 
overlap and edges of topographies, she makes 
soft paintings and mixed media constructions that 
scramble the spatial and material codes of painting 
and sculpture. 

Mason’s work has been exhibited in solo and 
group exhibitions in galleries and museums in 
the United States. Mason received her MFA at the 
University of South Florida and BFA from Ringling 
College. She is the recipient of a Professional 
Artists Grant from Creative Pinellas, an Honorable 
Mention in the Visual Arts by CAA, two Florida Artist 
Enhancement Grants and has been selected for 
numerous artist residences including The Helene 
Wurlitzer Foundation of New Mexico, Carrizozo AIR 
in Carrizozo, New Mexico, Jentel Artist Residency 
Program in Banner, Wyoming; and the School of 
Visual Arts Summer Painting Program in New York.

cynthiamason.com



About Art Center Sarasota:

Art Center Sarasota is a membership-based organization that offers curated and juried exhibitions 
free and open to the public, adult and youth education programs, outreach initiatives for 
underserved youth, and culturally related public programming. Art Center Sarasota’s mission is 
to inspire individual creative expression, nurture artistic talent and provide the community with 
accessible and diverse visual art opportunities. Art Center Sarasota was the first arts and cultural 
institution in Sarasota. It was founded in 1926 as the “Sarasota Art Association” by Marcia Rader, 
the art supervisor for the Sarasota County school district. In the early years, the group met monthly 
and sponsored exhibits in rented facilities. The Association was incorporated as a not-for-profit 
organization in 1943 and has been in its current location in the Sarasota Bayfront Cultural District 
since 1949. This year marks the Art Center’s 95th year serving the Sarasota community.  

Visit www.artsarasota.org.    
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